Simple Temporal Networks with Uncertainty (STNUs) allow the representation of temporal problems where some durations are uncontrollable (determined by nature), as is often the case for actions in planning. It is essential to verify that such networks are dynamically controllable (DC) -executable regardless of the outcomes of uncontrollable durations -and to convert them to an executable form. We use insights from incremental DC verification algorithms to re-analyze the original verification algorithm. This algorithm, thought to be pseudo-polynomial and subsumed by an O(n 5 ) algorithm and later an O(n 4 ) algorithm, is in fact O(n 4 ) given a small modification. This makes the algorithm attractive once again, given its basis in a less complex and more intuitive theory. Finally, we discuss a change reducing the amount of work performed by the algorithm.
BACKGROUND
Time and concurrency are increasingly considered essential in planning and multi-agent environments, but temporal representations vary widely in expressivity. For example, Simple Temporal Problems (STPs, (Dechter et al., 1991) ) allow us to efficiently determine whether a set of timepoints (events) can be assigned real-valued times in a way consistent with a set of constraints bounding temporal distances between timepoints. The start and end of an action can be represented as timepoints, but its possible durations can only be represented as an STP constraint if the execution mechanism can choose durations arbitrarily within the given bounds. Usually, exact durations are instead chosen by nature and agents must generate plans that work regardless of the eventual outcomes.
STPs with Uncertainty, STPUs (Vidal and Ghallab, 1996) , capture this aspect by introducing contingent timepoints that correspond to the end of an action, associated with contingent temporal constraints corresponding to possible durations to be decided by nature. One must then find a way to assign times to ordinary controlled timepoints (determine when to start actions) so that for every possible outcome for the contingent constraints (action durations), there exists some solution for the ordinary requirement constraints (corresponding to STP constraints).
If an STPU allows us to schedule controlled timepoints (actions to be started) incrementally given that we receive information when a contingent timepoint occurs (an action ends), it is dynamically controllable (DC) and can be efficiently executed by a dispatcher (Muscettola et al., 1998) . Conversely, guaranteeing that constraints are satisfied when executing a non-DC plan is impossible, as it would require information about future duration outcomes.
Three algorithms for verifying the dynamic controllability of a complete STPU have been published:
1. MMV (Morris et al., 2001) , here also called the classical algorithm. It is a simple algorithm that derives and tightens constraints using specific rules. It is easily implemented, captures the intuition behind STNUs and has a direct correctness proof. Its run-time is pseudo-polynomial.
2. MM (Morris and Muscettola, 2005) builds on the theory from MMV but uses new, less intuitive derivation rules. Its run-time complexity is O(n 5 ).
3. The Morris algorithm (Morris, 2006 ) builds on MM. Its theory and especially analysis contains several complicated new concepts taking it further from the simple intuition of MMV. This is the fastest algorithm with a complexity of O(n 4 ).
In this paper we re-analyze MMV and prove that with a small modification it is in fact O(n 4 ) -the algorithm merely needs to stop earlier. The intuition behind the analysis is that not all of MMV's derivations and tightenings are necessary: Only a certain core of derivations actually matters for verifying dynamic controllability, and when the STNU is DC, this core is free of cyclic derivations. This can be exploited through a small change to MMV. Stopping at the right time also preserves another aspect of MMV: the result is dispatchable, unlike the result of Morris' algorithm.
Outline. After providing some fundamental definitions (section 2), we describe the MMV algorithm (section 3). We also present the FastIDC algorithm, which will provide intuitions for our analysis of MMV (section 4). We compare the derivations made by the two algorithms (section 5) and analyze the length of FastIDC derivation chains (section 6), resulting in the new algorithm GlobalDC (section 7) which runs in O(n 4 ). GlobalDC is in fact identical to a slightly modified MMV algorithm (section 8).
TEMPORAL PROBLEMS
We now define some fundamental concepts. Definition 1. A simple temporal problem (STP, (Dechter et al., 1991) ) consists of a number of real variables x 1 , . . . , x n and constraints T i j = [a i j , b i j ], i = j limiting the temporal distance a i j ≤ x j − x i ≤ b i j between the variables. We will work with STPs in graph form, with timepoints represented as nodes and constraints as labeled edges. They are then referred to as Simple Temporal Networks (STNs). We will also make use of the fact that any STN can be represented as an equivalent distance graph (Dechter et al., 1991) . Each constraint [u, v] on an edge AB in an STN is represented as two corresponding edges in its distance graph: AB with weight v and BA with weight −u. Computing the allpairs-shortest-path (APSP) distances in the distance graph yields a minimal representation containing the tightest distance bounds that are implicit in the original problem (Dechter et al., 1991) . This directly corresponds to the tightest interval constraints [u , v ] implicit in the original STN. If the distance graph has a negative cycle, then no assignment of timepoints to variables satisfies the STN: It is inconsistent. Otherwise it is consistent and can be executed: Its events can be assigned timepoints so that all constraints are satisfied. One way of assigning time-points is using a dispatcher (Muscettola et al., 1998) . While a dispatcher may assign any legal time to an event, in practice one often executes events as soon as possible given the constraints. Definition 2. A simple temporal problem with uncertainty (STPU) (Vidal and Ghallab, 1996) consists of a number of real variables x 1 , . . . , x n , divided into two disjoint sets of controlled timepoints R and contingent timepoints C. An STPU also contains a number of requirement constraints R i j = [a i j , b i j ] limiting [35, 40] [25, 30] Cook Wife at Store [30, 60] Shopping Figure 1 : Example STNU.
the distance a i j ≤ x j − x i ≤ b i j , and a number of contingent constraints
STPUs in graph form are called STNs with Uncertainty (STNUs). An example is shown in figure 1. In this example a man wants to cook for his wife. He does not want her to wait too long after she returns home, nor does he want the food to wait too long. These two requirements are captured by a single requirement constraint, whereas the uncontrollable durations of shopping, driving home and cooking are captured by the contingent constraints. The question is whether this can be guaranteed regardless of the outcomes of the uncontrollable durations.
In addition to the types of constraints already existing in an STNU, some algorithms can also generate wait constraints that make certain implicit requirements explicit for use in further computations. Definition 3. Given a contingent constraint between A and B and a requirement constraint from A to C, the < B,t > annotation on the constraint AC indicates that execution of the timepoint C is not allowed to take place until after either B has occurred or t units of time have elapsed since A occurred. This constraint is called a wait constraint, or wait, between A and C.
As there are events whose occurrence we cannot fully control, consistency is not sufficient for an STNU to be executable. However, suppose that for a given STNU there exists a dynamic execution strategy that can assign timepoints to controllable events during execution, given that at each time, it is known which contingent events have already occurred. The STNU is then dynamically controllable (DC) and can be executed. In figure 1 a dynamic execution strategy is to start cooking 10 time units after receiving a call that the wife starts driving home. This guarantees that cooking is done within the required time, since she will arrive at home 35 to 40 time units after starting to drive and the dinner will be ready 35 to 40 time units after she started driving.
DC STNUs can be executed by a dispatcher taking uncontrollable events into account. The algorithm required depends on whether the STNU has been pre-
if not pseudo-controllable then return false else forall the triangles ABC do tighten ABC using the tightenings in figure 2 end until no tightenings were found return true processed. A dispatcher for STNUs processed by MMV will be shown later.
THE MMV ALGORITHM
Algorithm 1 shows the classical "MMV" algorithm (Morris et al., 2001) as reformulated and clarified by (Morris and Muscettola, 2005) . Note that these versions share the same worst case complexity.
The algorithm builds on the concept of pseudocontrollability, a necessary but not sufficient requirement for dynamic controllability. To test for pseudocontrollability the STNU is first converted to an STN by converting all contingent constraints into requirement constraints. The STN then has to be put in its minimal representation (see section 2). If the STN is inconsistent, the corresponding STNU cannot be consistently executed and is not DC. If the STN is consistent but a constraint corresponding to a contingent constraint in the STNU became tighter in the minimal representation, the contingent constraint is squeezed. Then nature can place the uncontrollable outcome of the contingent constraint outside what is allowed by the STN representation, causing execution to fail. Therefore the STNU is not DC. Conversely, if the minimal representation is consistent and does not squeeze any corresponding contingent constraint, the STNU is pseudo-controllable.
MMV additionally uses STNU-specific tightening rules, also called derivation rules, which make constraints that were previously implicit in the STNU explicit (figure 2). Each tightening rule can be applied to a "triangle" of nodes if the constraints and requirements of the rule are matched. The result of applying a tightening is a new or tightened constraint, shown as bold edges in the leftmost part of the triangle. Note that unordered reduction generates wait constraints, which cannot be present in the original STNU.
Algorithm 1 is centered around a loop where it first verifies pseudo-controllability and transfers all tighter constraints found by the associated APSP calculation into the STNU, then applies all possible tightenings. If an STNU is not DC, the tightenings will eventually produce sufficient explicit constraints for the pseudocontrollability test to detect this (Morris et al., 2001) .
The complexity of MMV is said to be O(Un 3 ) where U is a measure of the size of the domain (the number of constraints and the size of constraint bounds). This comes from a cost of O(n 3 ) per iteration and the fact that each iteration must tighten at least one constraint leading in the extreme to a negative cycle. Since the complexity bound depends on the size of constraint bounds, it is pseudo-polynomial.
If MMV labels an STNU as DC, the processed STNU can be executed by the dispatcher in algorithm 2, which was originally presented in (Morris et al., 2001) and is shown here in a different format. The dispatcher uses two distinct conditions to determine whether an event e can be executed. First, e must be enabled, meaning that all events that must be executed before it have actually been executed. These events can be found through the outgoing negative requirement edges. Second, e must be live, meaning that it is within its permitted time window. These time windows are related to the constraints from the original STNU and cannot be determined in advance. Instead they are initialized to [0, ∞] and then dynamically updated as events actually occur during execution. Observations of uncontrollable events are handled through the same mechanism, causing the time windows of "dependent" nodes to be updated. When an event becomes enabled, its time window is guar- 
THE FASTIDC ALGORITHM
The property of dynamic controllability is "monotonic" in the sense that if an STNU is not DC, it can never be made DC by further adding or tightening constraints. Therefore, the non-incremental verification performed by MMV is equivalent to starting with an empty STNU (which is trivially DC) and incrementally adding one edge at a time, verifying at each step that the STNU remains DC.
We will exploit this fact to compare MMV to the incremental FastIDC algorithm (Stedl and Williams, 2005; Shah et al., 2007) , which will allow us to draw certain conclusions about MMV. First, though, we will present and explain FastIDC itself, specifically its tightening / edge-addition aspect (since loosening or removing edges will not be required here). As the original version of this algorithm was incorrect in certain cases, we use the corrected version shown in algorithm 3 as our starting point (Nilsson et al., 2013) .
FastIDC has three main differences compared to the MMV algorithm. 1: Representation. FastIDC does not work in the standard STNU representation but uses an extended distance graph (Stedl, 2004) , analogous to the distance graphs sometimes used for STNs. Requirement edges and contingent edges are then translated into pairs of edges of the corresponding type in a manner similar to what was previously described for STNs. Definition 4. An extended distance graph (EDG) is a directed multi-graph with weighted edges of 5 kinds: positive requirement, negative requirement, positive contingent, negative contingent and conditional. The conditional edges mentioned above, first used by (Stedl, 2004) , are used to represent the waits that can be derived by MMV. The direction of a conditional edge is intentionally opposite to that of the wait it encodes. This makes the conditional edge more similar to a negative requirement edge in the same direction, the difference being the condition. Definition 5. A conditional edge CA annotated < B, −w > encodes a conditional constraint: C must execute after B or at least w time units after A, whichever comes first. The node B is called the conditioning node of the constraint/edge. 2: Derivation rules. Partly due to the new representation, FastIDC uses different derivation rules. These are shown in EDG form in figure 3, where we have numbered two rules (D8-D9) that were unnumbered in the original publication. As we will see later, these are required for soundness. 3: Traversal order. FastIDC uses a significantly different graph traversal order. MMV traverses a graph iteratively, and in each iteration, it considers all "triangles" in a graph in arbitrary order. FastIDC, in contrast, uses the concept of focus edges. A focus edge is an edge that was tightened and may lead to other constraints being tightened. FastIDC only applies derivation rules to focus edges. If this leads to new tightened edges it will recursively continue to apply the derivation rules until quiescence. Intuitively, this guarantees that all possible consequences of any tightening are covered by the algorithm. FastIDC Details. Being incremental, FastIDC assumes that at some point a dynamically controllable STNU was already constructed (for example, the empty STNU is trivially DC). Now one or more requirement edges e 1 , . . . , e n have been added or tightened, together with zero or more contingent edges and zero or more new nodes, resulting in the graph G. FastIDC should then determine whether G is DC.
The algorithm works in the EDG of the STNU. First it adds the newly modified or added requirement edges to a queue, Q (a contingent edge must be added before any other constraint is added to its target node and is then handled implicitly through requirement edges). The queue is sorted in order of decreasing distance to the temporal reference (TR), a node always executed before all other nodes at time zero. Therefore nodes close to the "end" of the STNU will be dequeued before nodes closer to the "start". This will to some extent prevent duplication of effort by the algorithm, but is not essential for correctness or for understanding the derivation process. In each iteration an edge e i is dequeued from Q.
A positive loop (an edge of positive weight from a node to itself) represents a trivially satisfied constraint that can be skipped. A negative loop entails that a node must be executed before itself, which violates DC and is reported.
If e i is not a loop, FastIDC determines whether one or more of the derivation rules in figure 3 can be applied with e i as focus. The topmost edge in the figure is the focus in all rules except D8 and D9, where the focus is the conditional edge < B, −u >. Note that rule D8 is special: The derived requirement edge represents a stronger constraint than the conditional focus edge, so the conditional edge is removed.
For example, consider rule D1. This rule will be matched if e i is a positive requirement edge, there is a negative contingent edge from its target B to some other node C, and there is a positive contingent edge from C to B. Then a new constraint (the bold edge) can be derived. This constraint is only added to the EDG if it is strictly tighter than any existing constraint between the same nodes.
More intuitively, D1 represents the situation where an action is started at C and ends at B, with an uncontrollable duration in the interval [x, y]. The focus edge AB represents the fact that B, the end of the action, must not occur more than v time units after A. This can be represented more explicitly with a conditional constraint AC labeled < B, v − y >: If B has occurred (the action has ended), it is safe to execute A. If at most v − y time units remain until C (equivalently, at least y − v time units have passed after C), no more than v time units can remain until B occurs, so it is also safe to execute A.
Whenever a new edge is created, the corrected FastIDC tests whether a cycle containing only negative edges is generated. The test is performed by keeping the nodes in an incrementally updated topological order relative to negative edges. The unlabeled graph which is used for keeping the topological order is called the CCGraph. It contains the same nodes as the EDG and has an edge between two nodes iff there is a negative edge between them in the EDG. See (Nilsson et al., 2013) for further information.
After this a check is done to see if the new edge squeezes a contingent constraint. Suppose FastIDC derives a requirement edge BA of weight w, for example w = −12, representing the fact that B must occur at least 12 time units after A. Suppose there is also a contingent edge BA of weight w > w, for example w = 10, representing the fact that an action started at A and ending at B may in fact take as little as 10 time units to execute. Then there are situations where nature may violate the requirement edge constraint, and the STNU is not DC.
If the tests are passed and the edge is tighter than any existing edges in the same position, FastIDC is called recursively to take care of any derivations caused by this new edge. Although perhaps not easy to see at a first glance, all derivations lead to new edges that are closer to the temporal reference. Derivations therefore have a direction and will even- tually stop. When no more derivations can be done the algorithm returns true to testify that the STNU is DC. If FastIDC returns true after processing an EDG this EDG can be dispatched directly by the dispatcher in algorithm 2.
General and Unordered Reductions. In the original FastIDC presentation the use of unconditional/general reductions were confounded. As shown here, they are both needed in their original form. First, figure 4 shows what happens if FastIDC (or MMV) would omit general reduction. Suppose the graph in the figure is built incrementally. When adding the CB, ED and AF edges, the conditional edges CA, EC and AE will be derived. FastIDC would then terminate with a positive verification of DC. However, the triangle of conditional edges means that all involved nodes (A/C/E) need to be executed after each other, an inconsistency which is not discovered. The edge derived by general reduction is entailed by the conditional edge and resolves this problem.
Regarding unconditional reduction, suppose the CB edge in figure 4 had weight 9, giving the CA edge weight -1. Now C needs to execute 1 time unit after A or when B is observed. Since B cannot be observed until at least 2 time units after A the conditional part of the constraint is of no consequence and a requirement edge of weight -1 can be inferred.
COMPARING FASTIDC / MMV
To compare the derivation rules used by MMV to those of FastIDC, we first need a translation into EDG format. This is shown in figure 5 where as before the bold edges are derived. Precedes reduction is split in two since it adds two edges. Simple regression is also split in two, one version regressing over a positive edge and one regressing over a negative edge. All variables used as weights are considered positive, i.e., −u is a negative number (with unconditional reduction as an exception). The additional requirements from figure 2 still apply but are omitted for clarity. Most are encoded by the edge types -for instance in unordered reduction, only a positive requirement edge can match the rule, making the v > 0 requirement implicit. We now see the following similarities: • Precedes Reduction 1 (PR1) is identical to D6.
• Unordered reduction is equivalent to D1. However without the extra requirement (u ≥ 0) used by MMV to distinguish between applying PR2 and unordered reduction, FastIDC will always apply unordered reduction, even when MMV instead would apply PR2. It can be shown that if the situation calls for an application of PR2, FastIDC derives the same edge as MMV through conversion of the conditional edge resulting from D1 into a requirement edge (via unconditional reduction, D8). If the application of PR2 directly leads to non-DC detection, FastIDC also detects this directly. So PR and unordered reduction are handled by D1, D6 and D8 together.
• Simple regression 1 is equivalent to D3 and D5. The only difference between D3 and D5 is which edge is regarded as focus.
• Contingent regression is identical to D2.
• Unconditional Reduction is identical to D8.
• General Reduction is identical to D9.
Thus, the only significant differences are:
• FastIDC derivations has no counterpart to Simple Regression 2.
• D4 and D7 have no counterpart rules in MMV. These derive shortest path distances towards earlier nodes in the STNU. This derivation is present and handled by the APSP calculation in MMV.
We see that MMV does everything that the FastIDC derivations do, and also applies SR2 and a complete APSP calculation. It can in fact be seen that SR2 is not needed, not even by MMV. Figure 6 shows the situation where a con- ditional edge CA is regressed over an incoming negative requirement edge DC. Adding a constraint DA to "bridge" two consecutive negative edges is always redundant both for execution and for DC verification.
From an execution perspective this is easily seen since C is always executed before D which ensures that the chain of constraints is respected without the addition of DA. From a verification perspective this can be seen since the derived constraint is in fact weaker than the two original constraints. If B is executed before C the DA constraint "forgets" about the −v constraint which must still be fulfilled. So the original two constraints are not only sufficient to guarantee the DA constraint, they are tighter and so the DA constraint can be skipped.
FastIDC Correctness. Nilsson (2013) includes a brief correctness sketch for the modified FastIDC algorithm. Since our MMV analysis depends on this, we now expand upon the sketch. FastIDC cannot derive stronger constraints than MMV does. Since MMV applies its derivations and shortest-path calculations to all triangles of nodes until quiescence, the recursive traversal performed by FastIDC clearly cannot process a focus edge that MMV does not process. Further, every derivation rule applied by FastIDC is also used by MMV: D4 and D7 are implicitly performed through APSP calculations, while the other rules are directly applied.
Case 1: FastIDC indicates that the STNU is not DC. Then applying the derivation rules has resulted in the detection of a negative cycle or a local squeeze. The constraints generated by MMV would be at least as strong and would therefore also result in a negative cycle or local squeeze. The pseudo-controllability test used by MMV would detect this, signalling that the STNU is not DC. Since MMV is correct, FastIDC was also correct in this case.
Case 2: FastIDC indicates that the STNU is DC. We will show that it is dispatchable by the dispatcher in algorithm 2, which in turn entails that there must exist a dynamic execution strategy (the one applied by the dispatcher). Thus, the STNU is DC and FastIDC is correct. Proving this requires some knowledge of the dispatcher (algorithm 2). When the dispatcher executes or observes the execution of a node, execution bounds are propagated to all neighboring nodes. Upper bounds are propagated along positive edges, while lower bounds are propagated "backwards" along negative edges, which includes all conditional edges.
To unify the cases in the following discussion we assume that when an uncontrollable event is observed, a time window for the event is propagated to it containing only the observed time. This approach lets us compare propagated bounds from both controllable and uncontrollable nodes. Now, let H be a DC STNU constructed through repeated applications of FastIDC. Add one or more edges e 1 , . . . , e n , and assume that FastIDC(G, e 1 , . . . , e n ) classifies G as DC. We then know that:
1. It does not contain a cycle consisting only of negative requirement edges, as this would have been detected by the CCGraph (Nilsson et al., 2013) .
2. It does not contain a cycle consisting only of negative requirement edges and conditional edges, since general reduction (D9) would have created a cycle of negative requirement edges from this.
Therefore it is not possible for the dispatcher to end up in a deadlock where no nodes are executable. Theoretically there could, however, be one or more combined outcomes of the uncontrollable events for which execution will fail because the propagation of execution bounds results in an empty time window for some event.
Assume that this happens: At least one node receives an empty time window. Let X be the first node for which this happens during the propagation procedure. The time window was initially [0, ∞], and must have been intersected with at least two propagated time windows that do not overlap, so that the upper bound of X is below its lower bound. The upper bound and lower bound must then be caused by propagation from distinct nodes. Thus we have a triangle AXB in the EDG where an incoming edge AX has constrained the upper bound of X and an outgoing edge XB has constrained the lower bound of X.
We will now consider all possible edge types for these incoming and outgoing edges and show that in each case, FastIDC would in fact have derived an additional constraint ensuring that the time window for X could not have become empty. First, suppose the upper bound for X was propagated from a contingent constraint AX. The lower bound might then have originated in: 1. A negative requirement edge XB. Then rule D6 would have generated a constraint AB constraining the relative timing between the execution of A and that of B. This constraint would have pre- 
Rule Effect D1
The target of the derived edge is an earlier node. D2,D6 The source of the derived edge is an earlier node. D3,D7 The source of the derived edge is an earlier or unordered node. D4,D5 The target of the derived edge is an earlier node. D8,D9 The derived edge connects the same nodes.
vented the intervals propagated from A and B to X from having an empty intersection. 2. A conditional edge XB, in which case X would be "protected" in a similar way by a constraint generated by D2. Second, suppose that the upper bound for X was propagated from a positive requirement edge AX. The lower bound might have originated in: 1. A negative requirement edge XB: X protected by D4 or D7. 2. A conditional edge XB: X protected by D3 or D5. 3. A contingent constraint XB: X protected by D1. Note that we treat contingent edges as a whole constraint since they collapse the interval to a point and as such it does not matter if the positive or negative edge is considered as propagating the time value.
Thus, for X to receive an empty time window, A or B (or both) must also have received an empty time window from the propagation of AB together with the other constraints in the EDG. Furthermore, since they propagated constraints to X, they must have been dispatched before X. This contradicts the assumption that X was the first node to receive an empty time window. Since no additional assumptions were made about X, no node can receive an empty time window during dispatch. The dispatcher together with the processed STNU therefore constitute a dynamic execution strategy, and the STNU is DC.
FOCUS PROPAGATION
If we apply rules D1-D9 in figure 3, every derived edge has a uniquely defined "parent": The focus edge of the derivation rule. Unless this edge was already present in the original graph, it (recursively) also has a parent. This leads to the following definition. Definition 6. Edges that are derived through figure-3 derivations are part of a derived chain, where the parent of each edge is the focus edge used to derive it. We observe the following: • A contingent constraint orders the nodes it constrains. In EDG form we see this by the fact that the target of a negative contingent edge is always executed before its source.
• Either D8 or D9 is applicable to any conditional edge. Thus there will always be an order between its nodes set by the negative requirement edge from D8/D9: The target node of a conditional constraint is always executed before its source.
This leads directly to the facts in table 1. Here, node n 1 is considered earlier than n 2 if n 1 must be executed before n 2 in every dynamic execution strategy and for all duration outcomes. Similarly, node n 1 is considered unordered relative to n 2 if their order can differ depending on strategy or outcome. We now consider the structure of derived chains in DC STNUs. The focus will be on the direction and weight of each derived edge, ignoring whether edges are negative, positive, requirement or conditional (but still keeping track of contingent edges).
Lemma 1. Suppose all rules in figure 3 are applied to the EDG of a dynamically controllable STNU until no more rules are applicable. Then, all derived chains are acyclic: No derivation rule has generated an edge having the same source and target as an ancestor of its parent edge along the current chain.
Proof. Note that by the definition of acyclicity we allow "cycles" of length 1. These can only be created by applications of D8-D9 in a DC STNU.
For D1-D7, each derived edge shares one node with its parent focus edge, but has another source or target. We can then track how the source and target of the focus edge changes through the chain. Table 1 shows that only derivation rules D1, D4 or D5 result in a different target for the derived edge compared to the focus edge. The new target has always "moved" along a negative edge, so it must be executed earlier than the target of the focus edge. Since the STNU is DC, its associated STN cannot have negative cycles. Thus, if the target changes along a chain, it cannot "cycle back" to a previously visited target.
Rules D2, D3, D6 and D7 result in a different source for the derived edge. This source may be earlier or later than the source of the focus edge, so these rules can be applied in a sequence where the source of the focus edge "leaves" a node n and eventually "returns". Suppose that this happens and the target n has not changed. This must occur through applications of rules D2, D3, and/or D6-D9. No such derivation step decreases the weight of the focus edge. Therefore, when the source returns to n, the new edge to be derived between n and n cannot be tighter than the one that already exists. No new edge is actually derived. Thus, if the source changes along a chain, it cannot "cycle back" to a previously visited source.
This fact together with the previous lemma limits the length of a derived chain to 2n 2 since we have at most n 2 distinct ordered source/target pairs and can at most have one application of D8/D9 inbetween source/target movements. The use of chains to reach an upper bound on iterations is inspired by (Morris and Muscettola, 2005) where an upper bound of O(n 5 ) is reached for MM.
Note that FastIDC derivations together with local consistency checks and global cycle detection is sufficient to guarantee that all implicit constraints represented by a chain of negative edges are respected, or non-DC is reported. There is no need to add these implicit constraints but the next proof will make use of the fact that they exist. Some derivations carried out by FastIDC can be proven not to affect the DC verification process, and hence we would like to avoid doing these. These can both be derivations of weaker constraints and constraints that are implicitly checked even if they are not explicitly present in the EDG. In order to single out the needed derivations we define critical chains.
Definition 7. A critical chain is a derived chain in which all derivations are needed to correctly classify the STNU. If any derivation in the chain was missing, a non-DC STNU might be misclassified as DC.
Given a focus edge, one or more derivations may be applicable. Those that would extend the current critical chain into a non-critical one can be skipped without affecting classification. We therefore identify some criteria that are satisfied in all critical chains.
Theorem 1. Given a DC STNU: 1. A D1 derivation for a specific contingent constraint C can only be part of a critical chain once. 2. At most one derivation of type D2 and D6 involving a specific contingent constraint C can be part of a critical chain.
Proof sketch: Part 1 is shown as in the proof of lemma 1: The target cannot come back for another D1 application to the same contingent node. We use figure 7 to illustrate the situation when D2 or D6 is applied over the contingent ab constraint.
The rightmost part of this figure is an arbitrary triangle abc where one of the rules is applicable, while the leftmost part is motivated by the proof below.
In the following we do not care if the edges are conditional or requirement: Only the weights of the derived edges are important. We follow a critical chain and see how the source and target change as we continually derive new edges. Applying D2 or D6 gives a new edge ac where the source changes from b to a. We now investigate how derivations can move the source back to b and show that all derivations using the edge which resulted from moving the source back to b are redundant. We already know that the source can only move back to b if the target moves from c. Otherwise there would be a cycle contradicting lemma 1. So there must be a list, c, . . . , y of one or more nodes that the target moves along. Since the source moves only over positive edges (using the weight of the negative in case of contingent) there must be another list a, . . . , x that the source moves over before reaching b again. The final edge derived before reaching b is xy, whose edge will be a sum of negative weights along c, . . . , y where negative requirement edges and positive contingent edges contribute, and positive weights along a, . . . , x where positive requirement edges and negative contingent edges contribute. For the source to return to b, the weight of xy must be negative and there must be a positive edge bx. Then we can apply a rule deriving the edge by. We can determine that this edge is redundant by applying derivations to it. If by is positive it is redundant since there is a tighter implicit constraint along the strictly negative bcy path, as discussed before the theorem. If by is negative we apply derivation to move the source towards x. In this way we continue to apply derivations until we get a positive edge zy or the source reaches x. If this happens the derived edge must have a larger value than the already present xy edge, and be redundant, or we have derived a cycle contradicting lemma 1. This can also be seen by observing that derivations start with the weight of xy, which can only increase along the derivation chain.
If we instead get a positive edge zy along the derivations we can show that there is a tighter constraint implicit here. We know z = x. When first deriving xy there was a negative edge from z to some node t in the c, . . . , y list. If t = y we arrive with a larger weighted edge (positive) ty this time and it is redundant. If t = y there is an implicit tighter negative constraint zty. So again the zt edge is redundant.
So by is already explicitly or implicitly covered and hence redundant for DC-verification. Therefore it is not part of a critical chain.
This entails that along a critical chain each contingent 
GlobalDC
We will apply the theorem above to the new algorithm GlobalDC (Algorithm 4). Given a full STNU this algorithm applies the derivation rules of figure 3 globally, i.e., with all edges as focus in all possible triangles (giving an iteration O(n 3 ) run-time). It does this until there are no more changes detected over a global iteration. The structure of GlobalDC is hence directly inspired by the Bellman-Ford algorithm (Cormen et al., 2001) . Non-DC STNUs are detected in the same way as FastIDC, by checking locally that there is no squeeze of contingent constraints and globally that there is no negative cycle.
This full DC algorithm can be compared with how an incremental algorithm (FastIDC) could be used to verify full DC, i.e., by adding edges from the full graph one at a time and doing derivations until done. Note that the order in which the derivation rules are applied to edges does not affect the correctness of FastIDC, only its run-time.
Given a DC STNU, GlobalDC will use the same derivation rules as FastIDC and therefore cannot generate tighter constraints. Since the same mechanism is used for detecting non-DC STNUs, both FastIDC and GlobalDC will indicate that the STNU is DC.
Given a non-DC STNU, there exists a sequence of derivations that will let FastIDC decide this. Since GlobalDC performs all possible derivations in each iteration, it will do all derivations that FastIDC does in the same sequence. Again, the same mechanism is used for detecting non-DC STNUs, and both FastIDC and GlobalDC will indicate that the STNU is non-DC.
The key to analyzing the complexity of GlobalDC is the realization that we can stop deriving new constraints as soon as we have derived all critical chains: These are the only derivations that are required for detecting whether the STNU is DC or not.
The length of the longest critical chain is bounded by 2n 2 . The target of derived edges must eventually move. It can move at most n times, since it always moves to a node guaranteed to execute earlier. Inbetween two such moves the source can move between at most n nodes. Between each move of the source there can be one application of D8/D9, resulting in a chain of length 2n.
An example will illustrate how we can shrink the length of critical chains. Figure 8 shows a graph where no more derivations can be made. In figure 9 a negative edge ie is added to the graph and GlobalDC is used to update the graph with this increment. Figure 10 shows the critical chain of edge ac at this point. Here we see as mentioned before that the source of the derived edge can move many times in sequence without the target moving in-between. In the example chain this is shown by the sequential D7 derivations. For requirement edges in general such a sequence may also include D4 derivations. Conditional edges can also induce sequences of moving sources through derivation rules D3 and D5.
All these derivations leading to sequential movement of the source require it to pass over requirement edges. If we had access to the shortest paths along requirement edges all these movements could in fact be derived in one global iteration. The source would be moved to all destinations at once and would not be replaced later since it had already followed a shortest path making the derived edge as tight as possible. Of course derivation rules may change the shortest paths, but if we added an APSP calculation to every global iteration we would compress the critical chains so that there would be no repeated application of sources moving along requirement constraints. Figure 11 shows how several applications of D7 and two of D3 are compressed by the availability of shortest path edges.
GlobalDC with the addition of APSP calculations in each iteration is still sound and complete since the APSP calculations only make more implicit constraints explicit. The run-time complexity is also preserved since each iteration was already O(n 3 ) (applying rules to all focus edges). We now give an upper bound of the critical chain length:
Theorem 2. The length of the longest critical chain in GlobalDC with APSP is ≤ 7n.
Proof. To be able to prove this we need the results of theorem 1. We will refer to derivations that can only occur once along a critical chain, i.e. D1, D2 and D6, as limited derivations.
What is the longest sequence in a critical chain consisting only of requirement edges such that it does not use any limited derivations? The only non-limited derivation rules that result in a requirement edge are D4, D7 and D8/D9. The last two require a conditional edge as focus, and can therefore only be at the start of such a sequence. We know that due to APSP there can only be one of D4/D7 in a row. Therefore the longest requirement-only sequence not using limited derivations starts with D8/D9 which is followed by D4/D7 for a total length of 2.
The longest sequence consisting of only conditional edges not using limited derivations must start with D5. It can then be continued only by D3. As we have access to shortest paths there can be at most one D3 in any sequence of only conditional edges.
In summary the longest sequences of the same type, requirement or conditional, not using limited derivations, are of length 2. It is not possible to interleave the length-2 sequences of conditional edges with requirement edges more than once without changing the conditioning node of the conditional edges. To see this suppose we have a requirement edge which derives a conditional edge conditioned on B. This means that the edge is pointing towards A being the start of the contingent duration ending in B. If derivations now takes this edge into a requirement edge this edge must point towards A as well since the only way of going from conditional to requirement is via D8/D9 which preserves the target. If the target of the requirement edge later were to move (such targets only move forwards) it would become impossible to later invoke D5 for going back to conditional, because D5 requires the requirement edge to point towards a node that is after A. So in order for derivations to come back to a conditional edge again by D5 the target must stay at A. But then D5 cannot be applicable, for the same reason: It must point towards a node after A. So it is not possible to interleave these sequences. This gives us the longest possible sequence without using limited derivations. It starts with a requirement sequence followed by a conditional sequence again followed by a requirement sequence. Such a sequence can have a length of at most 6. An issue here is that if a conditional edge conditioned on for instance B is part of the chain a D1 derivation involving B cannot also occur in the chain since this contingent constraint has already been passed. This means that it does not matter which of derivation D1 or D5 is used to introduce a conditioning node into the chain. The limitation applies to them both.
In conclusion this lets us construct an upper bound on the number of derivations in a critical chain. We have sequences of length 6 and these are interleaved with the n derivations of type D2 and D6 for a total of at most 7n derivations. Therefore all critical chains will have been generated after at most 7n iterations of GlobalDC. If we can iterate 7n times without detecting that an STNU is non-DC, it must be DC. With a limitation of 7n iterations, GlobalDC verifies DC in O(n 4 ).
A REVISED MMV ALGORITHM
We have described a new algorithm called GlobalDC and seen that it is O(n 4 ). Compared to MMV, the following similarities and differences exist.
First, GlobalDC and MMV both interleave the application of derivation rules with the calculation of APSP distances and the detection of local inconsistencies and negative cycles. In MMV some of this is hidden in the pseudo-controllability test, but the actual conditions being tested are equivalent.
Second, GlobalDC works in an EDG whereas MMV works in an STNU extended with wait constraints. These structures represent the same under-
